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In case of peripheral nerve injuries (PNI) requiring neurorrhaphy, to wrap the repair-site with resorbable 

protectants showed to improve clinical outcome providing for an adequate microenvironment able to reduce 

scarring and/or neuroma formation. The aim of the study was to assess and compare the efficacy of two novel 

biodegradable wraps, in a rat model of peripheral nerve injury. In particular, the wraps were based on 

synthetic oxidized polyvinyl alcohol (OxPVA)1 and natural leukocyte-fibrin-platelet membrane (LFPm)2, 

respectively. Briefly, after sciatic nerve transection and neurorrhaphy, thirty Sprague-Dawley rats were 

randomly implanted with a) NeuraWrapTM (commercial wrap, control group); b) OxPVA; c) LFPm wraps. 

Twelve weeks later, functional recovery tests were performed; hence, euthanasia occurred and the explanted 

nerves were processed for morphological and morphometric studies by histology (hematoxylin and eosin 

staining - H&E; Toluidine-Blue staining) immunohistochemistry (anti-CD3, -F4/80, -S100 -β-tubulin staining). 

In parallel, ultrastructural analysis was performed by Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM). All wraps 

guaranteed nerve function recovery; at dissection, no scar-tissue/neuromas were visible while, considering re-

absorption, only OxPVA and NeuraWrapTM residues were still recognizable. According to histology and 

immunohistochemistry (CD3 and F4/80), the absence of significant inflammatory infiltrate was observed in all 

experimental groups, confirming the biocompatibility of the implanted wraps. Then, the nervous origin of the 

repaired tissue was also verified by both immunohistochemistry (S-100 and β-tubulin) and TEM analysis. 

According to the morphometric study, OxPVA and LFPm wraps were effective in promoting nerve 

regeneration especially in the distal portion. Bioengineered OxPVA and LFPm wraps promoted lesion 

recovery and may be considered an interesting alternative to the commercial NeuraWrapTM. 
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